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Recent deep sequencing studies have revealed thousands of circular noncoding RNAs generated from protein-
coding genes. These RNAs are produced when the precursor messenger RNA (pre-mRNA) splicing machinery
‘‘backsplices’’ and covalently joins, for example, the two ends of a single exon. However, the mechanism by which
the spliceosome selects only certain exons to circularize is largely unknown. Using extensive mutagenesis of
expression plasmids, we show that miniature introns containing the splice sites along with short (~30- to 40-
nucleotide) inverted repeats, such as Alu elements, are sufficient to allow the intervening exons to circularize in
cells. The intronic repeats must base-pair to one another, thereby bringing the splice sites into close proximity to
each other. More than simple thermodynamics is clearly at play, however, as not all repeats support
circularization, and increasing the stability of the hairpin between the repeats can sometimes inhibit circular RNA
biogenesis. The intronic repeats and exonic sequences must collaborate with one another, and a functional 39 end
processing signal is required, suggesting that circularization may occur post-transcriptionally. These results
suggest detailed and generalizable models that explain how the splicing machinery determines whether to produce
a circular noncoding RNA or a linear mRNA.
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Most of the eukaryotic genome is transcribed, yielding
a complex repertoire of transcripts that includes tens of
thousands of individual noncoding RNAswith little or no
predicted protein-coding capacity (for review, see Wilusz
et al. 2009; Cech and Steitz 2014; Yang et al. 2014).
Although relatively few noncoding RNAs have been
assigned a function, their existence is a challenge to the
long-held assumption that most genetic information is
expressed as and carried out by proteins. Unexpectedly,
even protein-coding regions of the genome—including
genes with highly evolutionarily conserved ORFs—
generate noncoding RNAs. Unlike linear messenger
RNAs (mRNAs), these noncoding RNAs often have co-
valently linked ends, making them circles (for review, see
Wilusz and Sharp 2013; Jeck and Sharpless 2014). A
handful of such circular RNAs were serendipitously
found over the past 25 years (Nigro et al. 1991; Capel
et al. 1993; Cocquerelle et al. 1993; Zaphiropoulos 1997;
Burd et al. 2010), but it is becoming increasingly clear that
this class of noncoding RNA is much larger than pre-
viously appreciated (Salzman et al. 2012). Over 25,000
circular RNAs, derived from ;15% of actively tran-

scribed genes, were recently identified in a single human
cell type (Jeck et al. 2013). These highly stable transcripts
contain almost exclusively exonic sequences, localize to
the cytoplasm, and, at least in two cases, function as
efficient modulators of microRNA activity (Hansen et al.
2013; Memczak et al. 2013). Thousands of circular RNAs
have additionally been found in numerous other eukary-
otes (Salzman et al. 2012; Memczak et al. 2013; Guo et al.
2014; Wang et al. 2014) as well as in archaea (Danan et al.
2012). For some genes, the abundance of the circular RNA
exceeds that of the associated linear mRNA by a factor of
10, raising the interesting possibility that the function of
some protein-coding genes may actually be to produce
circular noncoding RNAs, not proteins.
Because eukaryotes contain split, intron-containing

genes, their precursor mRNAs (pre-mRNAs) must be mod-
ified such that introns are removed and exons are joined
together. If a pre-mRNA is spliced in the standard way
(meaning exon 1 is joined to exon 2, which is joined to
exon 3, etc.), a linear mRNA is generated that can be
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subsequently translated to produce a protein. Alternatively,
the splicing machinery can ‘‘backsplice’’ and join a splice
donor to an upstream splice acceptor, thereby yielding
a circular RNA that has covalently linked ends. Support-
ing this biogenesis model, canonical splicing signals
generally immediately flank regions that circularize,
and exon circularization can be observed when splicing
substrates are incubated in mammalian nuclear extracts
(Braun et al. 1996; Pasman et al. 1996; Schindewolf et al.
1996). Once generated, circular RNAs appear to almost
always be noncoding, as the genic start and/or stop co-
dons have been removed. Although artificial circular RNAs
containing an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) can be
translated in cellular extracts (Chen and Sarnow 1995),
endogenous circular RNAs have not been found to associ-
ate with ribosomes in cells (Jeck et al. 2013; Guo et al.
2014). Therefore, the choice between production of a linear
mRNA and a circular RNA must be tightly regulated, as
it fundamentally changes the functional output of a gene.
With the exception of the first and last exons of genes,

every other exon in the genome has splicing signals at its
59 and 39 ends and theoretically can circularize. However,
every exon does not circularize, and, in some cases,
multiple exons are present in a circular RNA. So how
does the spliceosome determine whether a region of a pre-
mRNA yields a circle? The kinetics of splicing likely
provides a partial answer because introns are generally
removed as the gene is still being transcribed (i.e.,
cotranscriptionally) (for review, see Brugiolo et al. 2013).
To allow sufficient time for a backsplice to occur, the
intron immediately preceding the circularizing exons
likely must be spliced slower than the average intron.
Sequence-specific elements may additionally be required
for circularization, as introns flanking exons that circu-
larize commonly contain repeat sequences (particularly
Alu elements) in an inverted orientation (Jeck et al. 2013).
These repeats may base-pair, bringing the splice site
sequences into close proximity to each other and facili-
tating catalysis. Inverted repeats of >15 kb surround the
mouse Sry exon that circularizes, and deletion analyses
have suggested that at least 400 complementary nucleo-
tides are necessary for Sry circularization in vivo (Dubin
et al. 1995). Artificially surrounding an exon with introns
containing 800 nucleotides (nt) of perfectly complemen-
tary repeats likewise is sufficient to allow circularization
(Hansen et al. 2013). However, it is unclear whether the
repeat length rules defined for Sry or these artificial
expression vectors apply to most genes that circularize.
This is because Alu elements, which are only ;300 nt in
length, flank many exons that naturally generate circles.
Detailed mechanistic models for how circularization
generally occurs are therefore currently lacking, limiting
our understanding of how circular RNAs are regulated
and function.
To reveal the mechanism by which circular RNAs are

produced, the pre-mRNAs of the human ZKSCAN1
(zinc finger protein with KRAB and SCAN domains 1),
HIPK3 (homeodomain-interacting protein kinase 3), and
EPHB4 (ephrin type B receptor 4) genes were cloned into
easily manipulatable expression vectors. By extensively

mutagenizing these vectors, we identified minimal re-
gions that are sufficient for circular RNA production in
cells. Surprisingly, miniature introns (<100 nt) containing
only the splice site sequences along with short inverted
repeats (;30–40 nt) were sufficient to allow the interven-
ing exons to efficiently circularize. The repeats must
base-pair to one another; however, more than simple
thermodynamics is clearly at play, as not all intronic
repeat sequences support circularization. In fact, for all
three genes tested, strengthening the hairpin between the
repeats sometimes strongly inhibited circularization.
Within the repeat sequences, we found that G-U wobble
base pairs as well as poly(A) stretches can limit circular
RNA production. We further show that circularization
requires a functional 39 end processing signal as well as
collaboration between the intronic repeats and the exonic
sequences. These results suggest a generalizable model
for how the splicing machinery determines whether to
produce a circular RNA or a linear mRNA.

Results

The human ZKSCAN1 gene produces an abundant
circular RNA

As a model to study the mechanism by which circular
RNAs are produced from protein-coding genes, we first
chose to focus on the human ZKSCAN1 gene. The
ZKSCAN1 protein is overexpressed in certain gastro-
esophageal cancers (van Dekken et al. 2009) and has been
suggested to regulate GABA type A receptor expression in
the brain (Mulligan et al. 2012). Deep sequencing of the
transcriptomes of numerous human cell lines, including
HEK293, HeLa, and H1 human embryonic stem cells
(hESCs), revealed exon–exon junction reads connecting
the 39 end of exon 3 to the 59 end of exon 2 (Salzman et al.
2012; Jeck et al. 2013; Memczak et al. 2013). This
suggests that exons 2 and 3 of ZKSCAN1 may be spliced
together to form a covalently linked 668-nt circular RNA
(Fig. 1A). Using Northern blots and an oligo probe
complementary to exon 2 of ZKSCAN1, we detected an
abundant transcript of the appropriate size for the circular
RNA in normal human brain and liver tissues (Fig. 1B) as
well as in theHuh7 human hepatoma cell line (Fig. 1C, lane
1). In Huh7 cells, the ZKSCAN1 mRNA is approximately
threefold more abundant than the circular RNA. However,
the circular RNA is considerablymore stable (half-life of >6
h compared with;2 h for the linear mRNA) as determined
by inhibition of transcription via flavopiridol, an elongation
inhibitor (Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig. 1A).
ZKSCAN1 circular RNA expression was further mea-

sured using quantitative PCR (qPCR) after reverse tran-
scription on RNAs derived from an independent set of
tissue donors (Supplemental Fig. 1B). The highest circular
RNA levels were present in the brain, liver, skeletal
muscle, and salivary gland, although the transcript was
detectable in all tissues examined. Consistent with pre-
vious reports (Salzman et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2014), there
was no clear correlation between ZKSCAN1 mRNA and
circular RNA levels, suggesting that the higher circular
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Figure 1. The human ZKSCAN1 gene generates a circular RNA. (A) Exon/intron structure of the human ZKSCAN1 locus,
highlighting a 2232-nt region that includes exons 2 and 3. A circular RNA is formed when the 59 splice site at the end of exon 3 is
joined to the 39 splice site at the beginning of exon 2 (purple). Repetitive elements in the designated orientations and evolutionary
conservation patterns are shown. (B) Ten micrograms of total RNA from 20 normal human tissues was probed for ZKSCAN1 circular
RNA expression. 28S ribosomal RNA was used as a loading control. (C) Total RNA from Huh7 cells treated with flavopiridol,
a transcriptional elongation inhibitor, was subjected to Northern blot analysis. (D) The 2232-nt region of the ZKSCAN1 pre-mRNAwas
cloned into pcDNA3.1(+). The regions targeted by Northern oligonucleotide probes are denoted in red. (E) Plasmids containing the
ZKSCAN1 region in the sense or antisense orientations were transfected into HeLa cells, and Northern blots were performed. b-Actin
was used as a loading control. (F) The ZKSCAN1 circular RNA is resistant to RNase R digestion. (G) Transfected HeLa cells were
fractionated to isolate nuclear and cytoplasmic total RNA, which was then subjected to Northern blot analysis with a probe to
ZKSCAN1 exon 3. A probe to endogenous MALAT1 was used as a control for fractionation efficiency.
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RNA expression levels observed in these tissues are not
simply by-products of increased transcription.

Generation of an expression plasmid that accurately
produces the ZKSCAN1 circular RNA

Repeat sequences are commonplace in introns, and,
indeed, there are 15 short interspersed elements (SINEs)
in the intron upstream of ZKSCAN1 exon 2, and 13
downstream from exon 3. Among these repeats, there are
three primate-specific Alu elements in an inverted orien-
tation that immediately flank the ZKSCAN1 circulariz-
ing exons (Fig. 1A). The upstream AluSq2 element is
highly complementary to the downstreamAluSz element
(82% identity over 287 nt) (Supplemental Fig. 1C) but not
to the downstream AluJr element, which is a member of
a separate subfamily of Alu elements. As these inverted
Alu elements are located close to the exons that circu-
larize, we hypothesized that relatively short introns may
be sufficient to support circularization. A 2232-nt region
of the ZKSCAN1 pre-mRNA, spanning from 547 nt
upstream of exon 2 to 796 nt downstream from exon 3,
was thus cloned into the pcDNA3.1(+) expression vector
(Fig. 1D). It should be noted that this vector includes only
a portion of the surrounding introns and does not include
either of the surrounding exons (exons 1 or 4).
Expression vectors containing the 2232-nt insert in the

sense or antisense orientation were transiently trans-
fected into HeLa cells, and total RNA was isolated 24 h
later. Circular RNA expression from the ZKSCAN1 sense
plasmid was detected using Northern blots and four
different oligonucleotide probes, including one (probe 5)
complementary to the junction between the end of exon 3
and the beginning of exon 2 (Fig. 1D,E). Confirming that
a true circular RNA was produced, the vector-derived
transcript was resistant to digestion by the 39–59 exo-
nuclease RNase R, unlike linear b-actin mRNA or the
long noncoding RNA MALAT1 (Fig. 1F). In addition, RT–
PCR followed by Sanger sequencing confirmed that the 59
splice site of exon 3 was properly joined to the 39 splice
site of exon 2 (Supplemental Fig. 1D). Finally, like the
handful of other characterized circular RNAs (Hansen
et al. 2013; Jeck et al. 2013; Memczak et al. 2013), the
ZKSCAN1 circular RNA generated from our expression
plasmid localized exclusively to the cytoplasm (Fig. 1G).
We thus conclude that our plasmid generates bona fide
ZKSCAN1 circular RNA. Circularization was addition-
ally observed when the plasmid was transfected into
mouse EpH4 cells (Supplemental Fig. 1E), indicating that
the factors required to produce the ZKSCAN1 circular
RNA are conserved between humans and mice.

Short repeat sequences are sufficient for ZKSCAN1
circular RNA production

Having shown that the intronic regions immediately
surrounding exons 2 and 3 are sufficient for ZKSCAN1
circular RNA production, we next aimed to identify the
minimal sequence elements. Focusing first on the up-
stream intron, we progressively deleted nucleotides from
the 59 end, expecting to lose circular RNA production

once a portion of the AluSq2 element (nucleotides 144–
439) was removed (Fig. 2A,B). Surprisingly, deleting the
first 100 nt of this intron resulted in a more than eightfold
increase in ZKSCAN1 circular RNA levels and the pro-
duction of almost no linear RNA, suggesting the presence
of an element that strongly inhibits circularization (100–
2232 construct) (Fig. 2B). Cotransfection of a GFP expres-
sion plasmid confirmed equal transfection efficiency
across samples (Supplemental Fig. 2A). Additional deletion
constructs revealed that a cryptic 59 splice site, located
between nucleotides 14 and 23, was likely responsible for
the inhibition (Supplemental Fig. 2B–D). Mutations that
maintain the strength of the cryptic 59 splice site had no
effect, whereas single point mutations that disrupt the site
were sufficient to completely relieve the repression on
circularization (Supplemental Fig. 2E). This suggests that
the intronic cryptic splice site may compete with the true
splice sites for recognition by the spliceosome.
Upon continuing to delete from the 59 end, we de-

termined that the first 400 nt were dispensable for
ZKSCAN1 circular RNA production (Fig. 2B). Only 40
nt of the AluSq2 element (nucleotides 400–439) remain in
the 400–2232 construct, indicating that a short repeat is
able to support circularization as efficiently as the full-
length element (compare 400–2232 with 100–2232) (Fig.
2B). Circularization was only weakly observed upon de-
leting 410 nt and was completely eliminated once 420 nt
or greater were removed (Fig. 2C). We therefore conclude
that a small (;30- 40-nt) region of the AluSq2 element is
sufficient for ZKSCAN1 circular RNA production. Even
higher circular RNA expression levels were obtained
with constructs containing moderate-sized repeats (200–
2232, 250–2232, and 300–2232), although an additional
transcript of ;1.3 kb was observed (Fig. 2B). This RNA
was resistant to digestion by RNase R and contains only
exons 2 and 3, as determined by Northern blots and RT–
PCR (data not shown). This transcript may be a concate-
nated circular RNA corresponding to exons 2-3-2-3 that is
generated by trans-splicing between two different pri-
mary transcripts or readthrough of the poly(A) signal
(analogous to rolling circle replication). Alternatively, it
may represent two independent 668-nt circles that are
intertwined.
To then identify the minimal sequence elements pres-

ent in the downstream intron, we generated an analogous
set of constructs containing deletions from the 39 end
(Fig. 2D; Supplemental Fig. 3B). Circularization was not
observed when the complete AluSz element was deleted
even if the AluJr element was present (400–1732 con-
struct) (Fig. 2D). The AluJr element was, in fact, dispens-
able for circularization, whereas a 36-nt region of the
AluSz element was sufficient to support ZKSCAN1
circular RNA production (400–1782 D1479–1735 con-
struct) (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, the location of theminimal
AluSz element in the downstream intron does not appear
to be critical, as moving it >250 nt from its endogenous
location (400–1782 construct) to immediately next to the
59 splice site (400–1782 D1479–1735 construct) had no
effect on circularization efficiency. Several additional
deletion constructs (Supplemental Fig. 3C,D) allowed
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the identification of a final set of minimal introns that are
sufficient to support efficient ZKSCAN1 circularization in
cells (Fig. 2E). For the upstream intron (originally 547 nt),

87 nt are sufficient, which include 40 nt of the AluSq2
element as well as the 39 splice site and branch point
sequences. For the downstream intron (originally 796 nt),

Figure 2. Short repeat sequences are sufficient to support ZKSCAN1 circularization. (A) Numbering scheme for the ZKSCAN1
expression plasmid. (B,C) ZKSCAN1 plasmids containing deletions at their 59 ends were transfected into HeLa cells, and Northern
blots were performed. The asterisk indicates an additional circular RNA species (see the text). (D) Using ZKSCAN1 expression
plasmids starting at nucleotide 400, deletions were similarly introduced into the downstream intron. (E) Sequences of the minimal
upstream and downstream introns that support circularization (400–1782 D440–500 D1449–1735 plasmid) are shown at the bottom and
top, respectively. Repeat sequences (green) and splice sites (brown) are highlighted.

Mechanism of circular RNA production
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59 nt are sufficient, which include the 59 splice site and 36
nt of the AluSz element. Consistent with a role for the
splicingmachinery in ZKSCAN1 circularization, mutating
the 59 splice site at the end of exon 3 eliminated ZKSCAN1
circular RNA production (Supplemental Fig. 3E). From
these results, it is clear that <40 nt of intronic inverted
repeats are sufficient to trigger spliceosome-mediated
circularization at the ZKSCAN1 locus. Therefore, the
repeat length requirements for ZKSCAN1 circularization
are likelymuch simpler than those previously suggested to
be required at the Sry locus (Dubin et al. 1995).

Base-pairing between the repeat elements is necessary
for ZKSCAN1 circularization

As the minimal sufficient regions of the upstream AluSq2
and downstream AluSz elements are highly complemen-
tary, these sequences may base-pair and bring the splice
sites into close proximity to one another (Fig. 3A). Consis-
tent with this model, circularization was not observed
when three of the base pairs between the repeats were
disrupted (Mut 59 SINE andMut 39 SINE) (Fig. 3A,B). When
base-pairing was re-established by introduction of muta-
tions in both repeats, a significant rescue in the level of the
ZKSCAN1 circular RNA was detected (Mut 59 + 39 SINE)
(Fig. 3A,B). This indicates that base-pairing between AluSq2
and AluSz is necessary for circularization. Although the
repeats are highly complementary, there are seven mis-
matches over the minimal 36-nt region (Fig. 3A). Based on
simple thermodynamics, we hypothesized that strengthen-
ing the hairpin between the repeats may increase the
efficiency of circularization. However, two different per-
fectly complementary hairpins [Perfect (Mut 59) and Perfect
(Mut 39)] (Fig. 3A) produced the circular RNA at levels
similar to that obtained with the wild-type vector (Fig. 3C).
This suggests that strengthening the hairpin over a certain
thermodynamic threshold does not increase circularization
efficiency. To test this thresholdmodel further, theminimal
repeats were converted to their reverse complement (Rev
Comp) sequences (Fig. 3A). The Rev Comp hairpin is
predicted to be more stable than the wild-type structure;
surprisingly, almost no circular RNA expression was
detected (Fig. 3C). We thus conclude that not every pair of
inverted repeat elements is able to support circularization.
It is possible that a sequence-specific element critical

for circularization may have been lost when the hairpin
was converted to its Rev Comp. Arguing against this
model, ZKSCAN1 circular RNA production was main-
tained when the perfect repeat sequences were scrambled
(while maintaining base-pairing) (Supplemental Fig. 4).
Furthermore, although nucleotides 400–439 of AluSq2
are sufficient for circularization, this minimal region is
not required for circularization if other portions of the
AluSq2/AluSz elements are present (Fig. 3D). The mini-
mal sufficient repeats can, in fact, be replaced with
unrelated 40-nt regions from the AluSq2/AluSz elements
(Figs. 3E,F). However, analogous to above, not all 40-nt
regions can support circularization (360–1826) (Fig. 3F),
even when they are predicted to form hairpins stronger
than other sequences that do support circularization.

Upon searching for features that distinguish between
hairpins that do and do not support circularization, we
noticed that both the Rev Comp (Fig. 3A) and 360–1826
(Fig. 3E) hairpins contain an increased number of G-U
wobble base pairs. Replacing all of the wobble pairs in the
Rev Comp hairpin with canonical Watson-Crick base
pairs was sufficient to allow efficient circular RNA pro-
duction (Supplemental Fig. 5, Rev Comp.5 construct).
Interestingly, converting a single wobble pair to a canon-
ical U-A base pair (Supplemental Fig. 5, Rev Comp.1 and
Rev Comp.3) or even a U-C mismatch (Supplemental Fig.
5, Rev Comp.9) was also sufficient, suggesting that subtle
distortions in the hairpin specifically caused by G-U
wobbles may significantly alter circularization efficiency.
We thus conclude that more than simple thermodynam-
ics is at play and that circularization is highly sensitive to
how the repeat sequences base-pair to each other.

Short repeats are sufficient for production of the HIPK3
circular RNA

We next aimed to determine whether the rules for
ZKSCAN1 circular RNA biogenesis can be applied more
generally to explain how other circular RNAs are pro-
duced. The human HIPK3 gene has been implicated in
multidrug resistance of cancer cells and encodes a serine–
threonine kinase that regulates transcription and apopto-
sis (Begley et al. 1997; Curtin and Cotter 2004). Deep
sequencing of several human cell lines previously sug-
gested that HIPK3 also yields an abundant 1098-nt circular
RNA comprised solely of exon 2 (Fig. 4A; Salzman et al.
2012; Jeck et al. 2013; Memczak et al. 2013). Using
Northern blots and a probe complementary to the middle
of exon 2, we determined that the HIPK3 circular RNA is
most abundantly expressed in the brain, particularly in
the cerebellum, but is also detectable in several other
tissues (Fig. 4B). Like the ZKSCAN1 locus, highly com-
plementary Alu repeats in an inverted orientation flank
HIPK3 exon 2 (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Fig. 6A), suggesting
that the biogenesis mechanisms for both RNAs may be
similar.
We therefore cloned a 2803-nt region of the HIPK3 pre-

mRNA into pcDNA3.1(+) and confirmed that this expres-
sion vector efficiently generates a circular RNA when
transfected into HeLa cells (Supplemental Fig. 6B,C).
Consistent with the results from the ZKSCAN1 locus
(Fig. 2), a 32-nt region of the upstream AluSz element
(nucleotides 300–331) was sufficient for HIPK3 circular
RNA production (Figs. 4D,E; Supplemental Fig. 6D). This
region of AluSz is highly complementary to nucleotides
2470–2501 of the downstream AluSq2 element (Fig. 4C).
Surprisingly, a HIPK3 plasmid ending at nucleotide 2503,
thus containing this putative AluSq2-pairing site, failed
to circularize (Supplemental Fig. 6E). In fact, deletions
from the 39 end of the plasmid suggested that >200-nt of
the downstream AluSq2 element may be required for
circularization (Supplemental Fig, 6E). However, this
apparent discrepancy between minimal repeat lengths
in the two introns was resolved upon the realization that
the minimal AluSz region is also highly complementary
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Figure 3. Only specific short repeat sequences are able to support circular RNA production. (A) Mutations (denoted in red) in the
minimal sufficient repeat sequences were introduced into the ZKSCAN1 expression plasmid. mFold was used to calculate hairpin
stabilities, assuming a 7-nt linker (AGAAUUA) between the two repeat sequences. (B,C) ZKSCAN1 plasmids containing wild-type
(WT) or mutant repeats were transfected into HeLa cells, and Northern blots were performed. The minimal sufficient introns (as
depicted in Fig. 2E) were used in B, while slightly longer introns were used in C. (D) Although sufficient for circular RNA production,
the minimally sufficient AluSq2 region (nucleotides 400–439) was not required for circularization. (E) The minimal AluSq2/AluSz
repeats (nucleotides 400–439 and 1747–1782) were replaced with other 40-nt regions of the Alu elements. The remainder of the plasmid
was unchanged, allowing the effect of altering only the repeat sequences to be measured. mFold was used to calculate hairpin stabilities
as above. (F) Northern blots revealed that the thermodynamic stability of the hairpins is not an adequate predictor of circularization
efficiency.

Mechanism of circular RNA production
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to nucleotides 2607–2638 of the downstream AluSq2
element (Fig. 4C). Whereas nucleotides 2470–2501 were
dispensable for HIPK3 circularization, no circular RNA
was produced when the 2607–2638 region was disrupted;
e.g., by removing 13 nt to generate the 300–2703 D2450–
2619 plasmid (Figs. 4D,E). We therefore conclude that

base-pairing between nucleotides 300–331 of the up-
stream AluSz element and nucleotides 2607–2638 of the
downstream AluSq2 element is sufficient to support
HIPK3 circularization. Interestingly, the hairpin formed
between the AluSz element and nucleotides 2607–2638 is
predicted to be less stable than that formed with nucle-

Figure 4. Specific short repeats are sufficient for HIPK3 circularization. (A) Exon/intron structure of the human HIPK3 locus,
highlighting a 2803-nt region that includes exon 2. A circular RNA is formed when the 59 splice site at the end of exon 2 is joined to the
39 splice site at the beginning of exon 2 (purple). Repetitive elements in the designated orientations are shown. (B) Ten micrograms of
total RNA from 20 normal human tissues was probed for HIPK3 circular RNA expression. 28S ribosomal RNA was used as a loading
control. (C) Nucleotides 300–331 of the upstream AluSz element are highly complementary to two different regions of the downstream
AluSq2 element. Sequence differences between the two downstream elements are shown in red. (D) Deletions were introduced into the
HIPK3 expression plasmid. The two AluSq2 complementary regions are highlighted in yellow. (E) HIPK3 plasmids were transfected into
HeLa cells, and Northern blots were performed. Deleting portions of the 2607–2638 complementary region eliminated circular RNA
production.
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otides 2470–2501 (Fig. 4C), yet it is only the 2607–2638
region that supports circularization. In total, these results
suggest that circularization at the HIPK3 and ZKSCAN1
loci have similarly short intronic repeat requirements.

Sequences within longer repeats can inhibit
circularization

Our results from the ZKSCAN1 and HIPK3 loci clearly
suggest that some, but not all, short repeats are able to
support circular RNA production. As longer repeats
contain more sequence and thus more potential for
base-pairing, it seems likely that longer repeats might
more uniformly support circularization. The EPHB4
locus, however, revealed that a longer repeat sequence
can sometimes strongly inhibit circularization. EPHB4
encodes a receptor tyrosine kinase that is commonly
overexpressed in human cancers (for review, see Noren
and Pasquale 2007). In addition, a 360-nt circular RNA
is generated from exons 11 and 12 (Jeck et al. 2013;
Memczak et al. 2013; Salzman et al. 2013). Inverted Alu
repeats flank these exons (Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. 7A),
and we determined that a 1428-nt region of the EPHB4
pre-mRNA was sufficient for EPHB4 circular RNA pro-
duction (Supplemental Fig. 7B–D). Initial deletions from
the 59 end of the EPHB4 expression plasmid suggested
that >100 nt of the AluSx1 element may be required for
circularization (Figs. 5B,C). However, analogous to the
HIPK3 locus, only the middle of the AluSx1 element was
critical for circularization, and a minimal sufficient re-
gion of <50 nt (nucleotides 200–250) was identified (200–
1428 D251–343 construct) (Fig. 5C).
Surprisingly, the 200–1428 EPHB4 expression plasmid,

which contains 144 nt of the AluSx1 element, produced
approximately fivefold less circular RNA than the 200–
1428 D301–343 plasmid, which contains only 100 nt of
the repeat (Fig. 5C). Similarly, the 250–1428 EPHB4
plasmid failed to generate the circular RNA but did upon
deletion of nucleotides 301–343 (Fig. 5D). These results
indicate that nucleotides 301–343 of the repeat sequence
can inhibit circularization. A poly(A) tract is present from
nucleotide 321 to 343, and deletion of this region was
sufficient to allow the 250–1428 plasmid to produce the
circular RNA (250–1428 D321–343 construct) (Fig. 5D).
Binding of poly(A)-binding protein (PABP) to this region
may sterically interfere with the ability of the hairpin to
form. Alternatively, as a poly(A) tract is a low-complexity
sequence, this portion of the repeat may bind more
promiscuously to other transcripts in trans, thereby
inhibiting circularization in cis.

Pre-mRNA 39 end formation is critical
for circularization

As a circular RNA is covalently closed, the mature
transcript contains no 59 cap or 39 poly(A) tail. Neverthe-
less, we found that disrupting the downstream polyade-
nylation signal in our expression plasmids (by placing it
in the antisense orientation) caused the ZKSCAN1 cir-
cular RNA to no longer be produced (Fig. 6B). This
suggested a potential role for 39 end formation in circular

RNA biogenesis. ZKSCAN1 terminating in the nonca-
nonical MALAT1 39 end processing mechanism, which
involves recognition and cleavage of a tRNA-like struc-
ture by the endonuclease RNase P (Wilusz et al. 2008),
was able to circularize (Fig. 6A,B). Therefore, circulariza-
tion is dependent not on polyadenylation but instead on
the act of forming a 39 end. After RNase P cleavage, the 39
end of MALAT1 is stabilized by a triple helical structure
(Wilusz et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2014). We previously
showed that when the triple helix is mutated, RNase P
cleavage occurs, but the mature RNA is subsequently
degraded (Wilusz et al. 2012), thereby uncoupling 39 end
cleavage from RNA stabilization. ZKSCAN1 pre-mRNA
ending in the mutant triple helix produced a circular
RNA, although at lower levels than the wild-type triple
helix (Fig. 6B). We thus conclude that for a circular RNA to
be produced from our expression plasmids, the pre-mRNA
must be cleaved at its 39 end. When the linear transcript
has a stable 39 end, greater levels of the circular RNA are
produced. This suggests that circular RNA formation
may at least in part occur post-transcriptionally.

Circularization requires the intronic repeats
to collaborate with the exons

Having defined roles for intronic repeats and 39 end forma-
tion signals in circular RNA biogenesis, we next addressed
whether the exonic sequences play a role in circularization.
A 51-nt artificial exon composed of restriction enzyme sites
was inserted between the ZKSCAN1 minimal sufficient
introns (as defined in Fig. 2E), thereby generating the
‘‘CircRNA Mini Vector’’ (Fig. 7A). No circular RNA was
producedwhen this plasmidwas transfected intoHeLa cells
(data not shown), indicating that additional exonic ele-
ments are required. Inserting most of exons 2 and 3 from
ZKSCAN1 (nucleotides 548–1417) between the EcoRV
and SacII sites restored efficient circular RNA production
(Figs. 7A,B). As the internal intron between exons 2 and 3
(nucleotides 1062–1282) was not included in this vector,
it is clear that the ZKSCAN1 minimal introns can
support the production of circular RNAs comprised of
a single or multiple exons. Inserting smaller ZKSCAN1
exonic regions into the CircRNA Mini Vector revealed
that exon 3 (nucleotides 1283–1436) was dispensable for
circularization (548–1047 construct) (Fig. 7B). Further de-
creasing the length of the inserted exon, however, elimi-
nated circular RNA production. Whereas ZKSCAN1
exons $500 nt in length circularized uniformly well,
ZKSCAN1 exons #400 nt circularized poorly or not at
all (Fig. 7B; Supplemental Fig. 8). This suggests a correla-
tion between exon length and circularization efficiency,
a result that is consistent with previous computational
analysis that indicated that longer than average exons are
generally present in circular RNAs (Jeck et al. 2013).
We next determined whether the ZKSCAN1 minimal

introns are able to support the circularization of exons
derived from other genes. The ZKSCAN1 introns sup-
ported efficient production of the 360-nt EPHB4 exon 11/
12 circular RNA (Fig. 7C), indicating that some smaller
exons are able to circularize. Surrounding GAPDH exon
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Figure 5. EPHB4 circularization is inhibited by a portion of the flanking Alu repeats. (A) Exon/intron structure of the human EPHB4
locus, highlighting a 1428-nt region that includes exons 11 and 12. A circular RNA is formed when the 59 splice site at the end of exon
12 is joined to the 39 splice site at the beginning of exon 11 (purple). Repetitive elements in the designated orientations are shown. (B)
Schematics of EPHB4 expression plasmids. Exon 12 and the downstream intron are not shown for simplicity. (C) EPHB4 plasmids were
transfected into HeLa cells, and Northern blots were performed. Probe-binding sites are shown in Supplemental Figure 7C. The 250–
1428 plasmid contains 94 nt of the AluSx1 element, but no circularization was observed. In contrast, the 200–1428 D251–343 plasmid
contains only 50 nt of the AluSx1 element and efficiently generated the EPHB4 circular RNA. (D) The poly(A) tract at the 39 end of the
AluSx1 element (nucleotides 321–343) inhibits circularization.
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7, which does not naturally circularize, with the
ZKSCAN1 minimal introns similarly resulted in circular
RNA production (Fig. 7D). However, circularization was
not observed when exon 2 of HIPK3, which is 1098 nt,
was inserted (Fig. 7E). Short intronic repeats in their
endogenous context were sufficient to support HIKP3
circularization (Fig. 4E), although the introns used in that
plasmid were not as minimalized as those used here.
From these various exonic sequences tested, we conclude

that circularization clearly requires collaboration be-
tween the exons and their flanking introns.

Discussion

For many genes, pre-mRNA splicing can result in the
production of a linear mRNA or a circular noncoding
RNA (Fig. 7F). However, the mechanism by which the
spliceosome selects only certain exons to circularize is
largely unknown. In the present study, we demonstrated
that short repeat elements in the flanking introns are
critical for circularization of some intervening exons. The
repeats must base-pair, which suggests that the splice
sites must be brought into close proximity to one another
to promote backsplicing. Although mechanistically sim-
ple, this step occurs in a highly selective manner, as the
sequence of the repeats can drastically alter the efficiency
of circular RNA production. Exons of longer length
appear to circularize more efficiently, and 39 end process-
ing is required for circularization, suggesting that circular
RNA production may occur post-transcriptionally. Our
data thus provide new insights into how to produce
a circular RNA as well as how the critical choice between
linear versus circular RNA is regulated.

A proposed general model for how circular RNAs
are produced

Although recent deep sequencing studies have clearly
revealed that many genes produce circular RNAs, our
current understanding of the circularization mechanism
is rather limited and based largely on a single gene: mouse
Sry. The Sry exon is flanked by consensus splice sites as
well as >15-kb inverted repeats (Capel et al. 1993). This
rather unusual genomic organization led Capel et al.
(1993) to propose that the repeats form an intramolecular
stem–loop structure, resulting in the positioning of the
splice donor close to the splice acceptor. Consistent with
this model, complete deletion of either of the inverted
repeats eliminated Sry exon circularization in cells
(Dubin et al. 1995). Although 400 complementary nucle-
otides were proposed to be necessary to produce the Sry
circular RNA (Dubin et al. 1995), smaller repeat se-
quences were not tested. Based on these results from
the Sry locus, a ciRS-7 (also known as CDR1as) circular
RNA expression plasmid was recently generated by
artificially flanking the exon with ;800 nt of perfectly
complementary repeats (Hansen et al. 2013). However,
such long repeats do not naturally flank the ciRS-7 exon
or the large majority of other exons. Smaller inverted
repeats, particularly Alu elements that are ;300 nt in
length, are statistically enriched in introns flanking exons
that circularize (Jeck et al. 2013), although these repeats
have yet to be experimentally shown to facilitate the
production of circular RNAs.
Based on our results from the ZKSCAN1, HIPK3, and

EPHB4 genes, we built on these prior studies to propose
the following model for how the spliceosome determines
whether to produce a linear mRNAor a circular noncoding
RNA (Fig. 7F). Although the most common outcome of

Figure 6. 39 end formation is required for circularization. (A)
Schematics of ZKSCAN1 expression plasmids. The complete
polyadenylation (pA) signals, which include the AAUAAA
sequence, were placed in the antisense orientation or replaced
by nucleotides 6581–6754 of mouse MALAT1. This 174-nt
region, denoted as mMALAT1_39, includes a tRNA-like struc-
ture that is recognized and cleaved by RNase P (Wilusz et al.
2008). U-rich (denoted in red) and A-rich motifs then form
a triple helical structure, thereby protecting the mature 39 end
from exonucleolytic degradation (Wilusz et al. 2012). To gener-
ate the mMALAT1_39 Mut U1/U2 plasmid, U ! A mutations
were introduced into both U-rich motifs, thereby disrupting the
triple helix. (B) HeLa cells were transfected with pCRII-TOPO
plasmids expressing ZKSCAN1 followed by differing 39-termi-
nal sequences. Northern blots were then performed using probe
3 from Figure 1D.
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Figure 7. Collaboration between the exon and introns allows circularization. (A) To facilitate the identification of exon sequences that
can be circularized, exons 2 and 3 of the minimal ZKSCAN1 400–1782 D440–500 D1449–1735 expression plasmid were replaced with
an artificial 51-nt exon composed of restriction enzyme sites. (B) Segments of the ZKSCAN1 exons were then inserted between the
EcoRV and SacII sites. The numbering scheme is as in A and Figure 2A. The intron between exons 2 and 3 (nucleotides 1062–1282) was
not included in the vectors designated ‘‘No Intron.’’ HeLa cells were then transfected, and Northern blots were performed. (C) Exons 11
and 12 of EPHB4 with or without the internal intron were inserted into the CircRNA Mini Vector. The numbering scheme is as per
Figure 5A. (D) Exon 7 of GAPDH, which is 336 nt, was inserted into the CircRNA Mini Vector. In addition to the circular RNA, the
endogenous GAPDH transcript was detected on the Northern blot. (E) The minimal ZKSCAN1 introns were unable to support
circularization of HIKP3 exon 2. (F) Comparison of different pre-mRNA splicing mechanisms. Whereas canonical splicing produces
a linear mRNA, base-pairing between intronic repeat sequences can trigger backsplicing and the formation of a circular RNA. When
base-pairing occurs between complementary sequences on two independent primary transcripts, trans-splicing can generate a chimeric
linear mRNA.
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splicing appears to be linear mRNA production, circular-
ization is initiated when repeats in the introns immedi-
ately flanking the exons base-pair to one another (Fig. 3).
As was proposed at the Sry locus, this brings the in-
tervening splice sites into close proximity, facilitating
catalysis. Short inverted repeats (;30–40 nt) are suffi-
cient, although more than simple thermodynamics regu-
lates this critical event. First, the sequence content of the
repeats can significantly alter circularization efficiency
(Figs. 3–5). Low-complexity sequences [such as poly(A)
tracts] or subtle distortions in the hairpin between the
repeats (e.g., due to G-U wobble pairs) can inhibit circu-
larization. Additional RNA secondary structures and
RNA-binding proteins likely also play significant roles
in determining whether a given repeat is accessible.
Second, given that 39 end processing was required for
circularization from our plasmids (Fig. 6), the process
probably occurs post-transcriptionally. Backsplicing thus
appears to be a relatively slow process, and the flanking
introns likely must be spliced slower than average. If
there is not sufficient time for the repeats to base-pair
and/or recruit the spliceosome, a linear mRNA is pro-
duced. Third, the intronic repeats must collaborate with
the exonic sequences (Fig. 7). In general, longer exons
appear to circularize more efficiently than shorter exons,
possibly because their increased length provides flexibil-
ity to the transcript and allows the intronic repeats to
base-pair more easily. Due to these multiple regulatory
steps, circularization is thus restricted to only specific
exons despite the fact that repeat sequences comprise
>45% of the human genome and are commonplace in
introns.

Repeats play a critical role in shaping exon
circularization patterns

Although Alu elements flank the ZKSCAN1, HIPK3, and
EPHB4 exons that circularize, other classes of repeat
sequences are likely able to support circularization. For
example, we found that inverted DNA transposon repeats
are sufficient to support circularization at the human
GCN1L1 locus (Supplemental Fig. 9). Furthermore, con-
sidering that the ZKSCAN1 circular RNA was still pro-
duced after scrambling the flanking repeat sequences
(Supplemental Fig. 4), it is highly likely that complemen-
tary sequences that are not annotated repeats may be able
to support circularization. However, it should be noted
that the simple presence of a pair of inverted repeats does
notmean that a circular RNAwill be produced at a similar
efficiency in all cell types. For example, we observed that
the ratio of the ZKSCAN1 mRNA versus the circular
RNA present in various tissues varied significantly (Sup-
plemental Fig. 1B). This may be because the transcripts
have different half-lives across cell types or because
intron pairing between the repeats efficiently occurs only
under certain conditions. RNA-binding proteins, espe-
cially those that bind dsRNA, may modulate the acces-
sibility of the repeat sequences to base-pair. For example,
ADAR (adenosine deaminase acting on RNA) enzymes
may generally inhibit circular RNA production, as they

convert adenosines in double-stranded regions to
inosines, thereby unwinding hairpins (for review, see
Nishikura 2010). Supporting this model, A-to-I editing is
most commonly observed in intronic repeats that are
engaged in intramolecular base-pairing (Athanasiadis
et al. 2004), exactly the sort of structure that is needed
for circularization. Further studies are needed to under-
stand how base-pairing between the introns may affect
spliceosome assembly as well as the recruitment of well-
characterized splicing regulatory factors, including
hnRNP and SR proteins.

Interplay between 39 end formation
and circularization

In addition to the intronic inverted repeat sequences,
a functional 39 end processing signal was surprisingly
found to be required for circularization from our expres-
sion plasmids, suggesting that circularization may occur
post-transcriptionally (Fig. 6). Although most introns are
thought to be spliced cotranscriptionally (for review, see
Brugiolo et al. 2013), there is increasing evidence that
some introns are not spliced until after polyadenylation
occurs (Vargas et al. 2011; Bhatt et al. 2012). These
incompletely spliced, polyadenylated transcripts accu-
mulate in the chromatin faction and, after a significant
lag period, are eventually spliced to produce functional
mRNAs. Although some of these post-transcriptional
splicing events are due to functionally impaired splicing
signals, there is evidence that alternatively spliced exons
can also be slowly spliced (Vargas et al. 2011). This
suggests that regulatory events, such as the binding of
alternative splicing regulatory proteins, can cause tran-
scription and splicing to become uncoupled. We propose
that the kinetics of splicing are likely slowed during the
circularization process, possibly because pairing of the
intronic repeats interferes with exon definition, thereby
preventing the cotranscriptional formation of a fully
spliced linear mRNA. By forming a stable 39 end, the
transcript is able to avoid degradation by nuclear RNA
surveillance mechanisms (for review, see Schmidt and
Butler 2013) and allow the spliceosome and other regula-
tory factors to determine whether to produce a linear
mRNA or a circular RNA. Alternatively, as polyadenyla-
tion and splicing can be functionally coupled (Niwa and
Berget 1991), the 39 end processing machinery may re-
cruit or otherwise directly interact with circular RNA
biogenesis factors, thereby promoting circularization.
In summary, our findings provide key insights into the

mechanism by which the spliceosome generates circular
RNAs. Considering that thousands of circular RNAs are
produced in eukaryotic cells, base-pairing between
intronic repeats appears to be a widespread phenomenon
by which the transcriptome is expanded. Interestingly,
although the exonic sequences of protein-coding genes
may be highly evolutionarily conserved, the genomic
repeat landscape varies significantly among species (for
review, see Shedlock and Okada 2000). Therefore, the
production of a circular RNA from a given exon can be
highly species-specific, and very different functional
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RNAs, some of which are circular, may be produced from
a given gene. Exon circularization thus likely represents
an underappreciated way by which the coding capacity of
eukaryotic genes is expanded and the ultimate functions
of genes are modulated.

Materials and methods

Expression plasmid construction

To generate the ZKSCAN1, HIPK3, and EPHB4 expression plas-
mids, the indicated sequences were inserted into pcDNA3.1(+)
(Life Technologies) as further described in the Supplemental
Material. Genomic coordinates in human genome version 19
(hg19) for the full-length inserts were as follows: ZKSCAN1
(chr7: 99,620,495–99,622,726), HIPK3 (chr11: 33,307,269–
33,310,071), and EPHB4 (chr7: 100,409,844–100,411,271). For
the CircRNA Mini Vector depicted in Figure 7A, exonic se-
quences were inserted between the minimal ZKSCAN1 introns
using the EcoRVand SacII sites. To generate ZKSCAN1 plasmids
terminating in various 39 end sequences (bGH polyadenylation
signal, SV40 polyadenylation signal, or the mMALAT1_39 re-
gion), the cGFP ORF in our previously described pCRII-TOPO
CMV-cGFP expression plasmids (Wilusz et al. 2012) was replaced
with the designated region of ZKSCAN1. Additional details and
the sequences of the inserts for all plasmids are provided in the
Supplemental Material. mFold was used to calculate hairpin
stabilities, assuming a 7-nt linker (AGAAUUA) between the two
repeat sequences.

Transfections and RNA analysis

HeLa and Huh7 cells were grown at 37°C and 5% CO2 in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing high
glucose (Life Technologies), supplemented with penicillin–strep-
tomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum. One microgram of each
expression plasmid was transfected using Lipofectamine 2000
(Life Technologies), and total RNAwas isolated using Trizol (Life
Technologies) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Nuclear
and cytoplasmic fractionation was performed as previously de-
scribed (Wilusz et al. 2008). To inhibit RNA polymerase II
transcription, Huh7 cells were treated with flavopiridol (1 mM
final concentration; Sigma) for 0–6 h at 37°C. For RNase R
treatments, 10 mg of total RNAwas treated with 20U of RNase R
(Epicentre) for 1 h at 37°C. Northern blots using oligonucleotide
probes were performed as previously described (Wilusz et al.
2008). All oligonucleotide probe sequences are provided in
Supplemental Table 1.

The Human Total RNAMaster Panel II (Clontech) was used to
examine the expression of endogenous circular RNAs in normal
human tissues. Tomeasure ZKSCAN1 circular RNA andmRNA
levels, reverse transcription using random hexamers and qPCR
was performed as previously described (Sunwoo et al. 2009).
qPCR primer sequences are provided in Supplemental Table 1.
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